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Overview 
 
• What is Open Access? 
• Open Access Journals 
• Research Repositories 
Traditional Scholarly Publishing 
Academic Journals 
Who Pays for Research? 
Who Writes Articles? 
$ $ 
Who Does Peer Review? 
$ $ 
Who Owns Copyright? 
Who Pays for Access? 
$ 
Memorial Libraries =  
$4 Million / Year 
Who gets Paid? 
Current Situation 
⇒ Faculty time & expertise 
 
⇒ Rights given to commercial 
publisher free of charge 
 
⇒ Academic community 
purchases the work back 
from publisher 
⇒ Publicly Funded Research 
 
Very Limited Access 
High Prices 
Annual price increases of 7.6% 
Open Access Legislation 
Government Policy - US 
Government Policy - UK 
Canada Tri-Council 
• CIHR – OA after 12 months 
 
• Harmonized OA Policy by 2014 
Benefits of Open Access 
Access for Research 
 
• Faculty and students do not have access to 
20% of articles authored by Bucknell faculty. 
 
Access for Teaching 
Access for Alumni 
Community Engagement 
Memorial University is an inclusive 
community dedicated to creativity, 
innovation and excellence in teaching 
and learning, research and scholarship, 
and to public engagement and service. 
We recognize our special obligation to 
the people of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. 
Social Justice 
Library Still Pays 
• Pay once for perpetual access 
 
• Pay for global access rather than 
local access 
 
Terms: Green vs. Gold 
OA Journals 
 
• Immediate global 
access to content 
• May have APCs 
OA Repositories 
 
• Subscription 
journals 
• Author self-archiving 
• May have embargo 
Open Access Journals 
What are Gold OA Journals? 
• The “Gold Standard” 
Free of charge for readers 
Materials openly accessible across 
the internet 
Financed by payments for article 
publication, not subscription 
• Gold Standard, Not “Author 
Pays” 
Payment can come from grants, funds 
and is often included in the cost of 
research 
• With better Google results, 
higher impact of work 
Increased citation impact 
Private sector access 
Scholars retain the copyright on 
their work 
Can submit it to an institutional 
repository 
Scholars don’t give copyright to 
publisher 
Library Involvement 
• Author Funds 
Not passing fees on to authors 
instead of a subscription model 
Toronto, Ottawa, Manitoba, SFU, 
MUN, Concordia, Calgary, Ryerson 
• Journal Hosting 
Open Journal Systems 
Memorial OA Funding Criteria 
• Available to:  
All faculty, graduate students, staff, 
post-docs, emeriti, and honorary 
research profs who have an peer-
reviewed article accepted to an OA 
journal  
Up to $3000 a year for each 
researcher, and a maximum of $3000 
per article 
 
What does it cover? 
• Only fund those articles 
accepted to the Gold Standard 
Journal is peer reviewed 
No subscription fees for any content 
Available online immediately, no cost to the 
reader 
Author maintains copyright, using Creative 
Commons licensing or similar 
A copy of the funded paper made available 
though the Memorial University Research 
repository  
Open Journal System (OJS) 
• Create and host online-journals 
Article submission  
Peer review workflow 
Journal layout 
Reader access 
Archiving 
Creative Commons licensing 
 
Faculty Journal  
• Analecta Hermeneutica 
 Annual refereed journal of the International Institute 
for Hermeneutics (IIH). It provides an intellectual 
forum for interdisciplinary, inter-religious, and 
international hermeneutic research. The journal 
publishes research in the form of articles, reviews, 
and other scholarly contributions in all 
hermeneutically related fields, with a particular focus 
on philosophy, theology, and comparative literature.  


Journals for Emerging 
Scholars 
• Proto-type 
online journal of undergraduate research 
and scholarship for the Faculty of 
Engineering and Applied Science at 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
 
 
Open Access Repositories 
Research Repository 
• Publish in 
traditional 
journals 
 
• Put an open 
access copy 
online  
Archiving Published Works 
Published Works 
Peer-reviewed articles 
Book chapters 
Is that legal? 
Publisher Archiving Policies 
Publisher Archiving Policies  
Research Repository 
Visibility in Google 
Google Scholar 
Download Stats 
Research Repository 
Conference Presentations 
10 downloads for Budd! 
Share Your CU Expo Presentation! 
• Heather Strickland  
• hstrickland@grenfell.mun.ca 
Canadian University Repositories 
• U Toronto 
• U Alberta 
• U Laval 
• Brock U 
• Simon Fraser 
• Concordia 
• Dalhousie 
• Guelph 
• McMaster 
• U Calgary 
• UNB 
• UPEI 
• McGill 
• among others … 
Thank you! 
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